TECHNOLOGY IN ACTION
Delivering renewable energy safely
Orgalim's Technology in
Action case studies showcase
how the technology industries
we represent are shaping
a future that's good for
Europe's economy and
society - and how the right
policy framework can help
them do even more.
They are extracted from our
Technology at Heart
series, available in full online at
orgalim.eu/technology-heart.

Challenge

Solution

The energy transition is ramping up electric power use in
all sorts of settings that need to be absolutely safe – our
cars, home photovoltaic systems, electric public transport
and in the workplace.

Power needs control, as Slovenia’s ETI likes to say. Fuses,
circuit breakers and other switchgear may be relatively

Ensuring and reassuring citizens that these renewable
energy systems are indeed safe is critical to drive
acceptance and implementation at the pace needed.
The challenges lie around not just the large amounts of
energy that need to be stored and released, but also the
extreme conditions in which these systems often operate.
Take photovoltaic panels. They need to keep working
reliably in very variable outdoor conditions, with system
temperatures that can reach 100°C and nominal DC
voltage levels of up to 1500V in larger scale photovoltaic
power plants.
Or electric trucks. Electric heavy duty vehicles need to
store several times the amount of electricity an electric
car does under conditions that are extremely unstable:
accelerating and decelarating, outside temperatures
ranging from -20°C to +40°C, vibrations, and more.
The need to tackle these challenges around electric
commercial vehicles, for one, is urgent.
The number of zero-emission trucks on European roads
will need to increase from around 2,300 at present to
200,000 by 2030 if the EU’s CO2 targets are to be met.

energy systems but they are arguably the most crucial.
“Basically, we make these systems safe to use, reducing
the possibility of harm to the user or damage to their
property,” says ETI Group CEO, Tomaž Berginc.

For the good
development of
the EU over the
next decades,
a coordinated
approach to the
energy transition is really crucial
– maybe more crucial than many
people realise.
Tomaž Berginc, CEO, ETI Group
The company makes control and protection devices for
the protection of electrical installations, photovoltaic and
other renewable energy sources, battery storage systems,
e-mobility and also for semiconductor protection.

Its fuses for e-vehicles are able to operate consistently
in the extreme conditions faced by electric heavy goods
vehicles on the road and are already in use in electric
trucks and buses operating in European cities. Its
photovoltaic fuses deliver higher breaking capacity with

compatible with the existing protection of the electrical
installation, so you eliminate the need the replace the
entire panelboard when installing a home charging
station.

Policy implications

cope with.

the energy transition, but it is up to governments and the
general populace whether these new technologies will
gain momentum and enter into widespread use, Berginc
argues.
From ETI’s perspective, to fully realise the potential
of his company’s technologies, two key enablers are,
second, greater investment in renewable energy sources.
Regarding the latter, Berginc argues that “the gap
between demand and supply is too vast, which in my
opinion poses a threat that the current push toward
sustainability will lose its momentum, especially as the
energy prices continue to rise.”
ETI’s residual current circuit breaker for EV charging stations

Related Orgalim EU policy positions

Among its switchgear, ETI’s most important products for
protection of electrical installations in green technologies
are B and B+ type residual current circuit breakers,
intended for protection against leakage of smooth DC
currents that could occur in, for example, residential
photovoltaic systems. It also makes a residual current
circuit breaker that is especially designed for home electric
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About ETI
Founded in 1950, ETI is a mid-sized player in a very old, very consolidated industry, as
CEO Tomaž Berginc puts it. Yet their size gives them a competitive edge, allowing them
veraging economies
in installations for residential, commercial and industrial buildings, as well as electricity distribution and renewables, such
as PV and battery storage systems, EVs and more. In certain product lines, such as NH fuses, it is a market leader, while
in others, mostly switches, it is a niche producer of technically advanced and innovative products. ETI group consists of
14 countries all over Europe; its production plants are located in Slovenia, Germany, Poland and Bosnia-Herzegovina. The
company’s fully digitalised Slovenian factory, designed to Industry 4.0 principles, was recently awarded Slovenian Factory
of the Year. The company has seen productivity improve 23% on average across its sites over the last three years.
etigroup.eu
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